A. Conclusion

Writing is one of direct communication between the writers and the texts which are produce by them. Through writing, the writer could deliver their ideas, thoughts, meaning and any other understanding in printed text. In this process, the writer also convey their feelings, ideas, expression and even sharing something to another through writing. Refering to this reason, the students in school must have ability in writing. In order to get the purpose of witing, the teacher have crucial role to improve the students’ writig ability. One way to improve the students’ writing ability is the combination of guided writing strategy and pow+tree startegy.

In teaching writing, teacher needs some strategies to motivate students to be more active to write,and the strategy that can be used is combining Guided writing strategy and pow+tree strategy. These strategy help the teachers to guide the students, especially in produce and improving students’ ideas. Its also can help the students to express and organize their ideas.
B. Suggestion

In this section, the writer gives several suggestions in teaching writing especially for English teacher. The teacher should use an appropriate strategy to increase students’ interest in learning writing. The writer suggests the English teacher to use combining of Guided Writing Strategy and Pow+Tree Strategy in teaching writing paragraph because, these strategy can help the teacher to guide the students to produce and improving students’ ideas. Beside that, the teacher can help the students to struggle their difficulty in writing.